
Hungarian reduplicated indefinites and subatomic event distributivity
Introduction. Hungarian reduplicated indefinites (henceforth REDINDs) are noun phrases marked
by a distributive numeral (Gil 1982, Gil 2013). Distributive numerals (henceforth DNs) are mor-
phologically marked cardinal numerals, in Hungarian they are formed by the reduplication of the
cardinal numeral. See an unmarked indefinite in (1), and a REDIND in (2).
(1) két macska lit. ‘two cat’ (2) két-két macska lit. ‘two-two cat’
This paper shows that REDINDs can give rise to subatomic event distributive readings which is a
problem for every account of DNs that employs the mereological part-of (≤) relation. Here I define
a relation called containment (E) that is weaker than ≤, and relates events based on their partici-
pants and their runtime. I propose that REDINDs operate with E in event distributive readings.
Background – The semantic contribution of DNs. The core semantic characteristic of expressions
with DNs is uniformly assumed to be that they force a distributive reading of the sentence they
occur in (Gil 1982, Choe 1987, Farkas 1997, Oh 2001, Balusu 2006, Cable 2014, a.o.). It is also
uniformly assumed that DNs mark the expression whose denotation is in the scope of a universal
quantifier, also know as the distributive share (Choe 1987), unlike regular quantifiers which mark
their restriction, also know as the sorting key (Choe 1987), see (3) and (4) in the table below.
Accordingly, DNs are assumed to signal the number of entities denoted by the noun they modify
associated with every entity in the denotation of the sorting key.

Sorting key Distributive share
Universal quantification: (3) Every dog chased two cats (English)
Distributive numeral: (4) A kutyák megkergettek két-két macská-t (Hungarian)

the dogs chased two-two cat-ACC

The meaning of sentences with DNs is compatible both with object and event distributive scenarios
(see Gil 1983, Oh 2001, Balusu 2006, and Cable 2014 to some extent; cf. Farkas 1997, 2015). Ob-
ject distributivity results when the denotation of the sorting key is from the domain of individuals.
In case of (4), the object distributive reading is essentially identical to the meaning of (3). Event
distributivity results when the denotation of the sorting key is from the domain of events. The event
distributive reading for (4) is spelled out in (5), where <AT refers to the relation ‘atomic part-of’.
(5) ∃e[*CHASE(e) ∧ *AG(e′,

⊕
*DOG) ∧ ∀e′[e′ <AT e→∃y[*CAT(y) ∧ |y|= 2 ∧ *TH(e′,y)]]]

‘The dogs chased two cats each time’
According to (5), (4) is true as long as there is a plurality of chasing events whose agent is the dogs
and the theme of each atomic part of this event is two cats. While the exact truth conditions for the
event distributive reading of sentences like (4) may vary across accounts, it is generally agreed upon
that distributive numerals signal the number of individuals that participate in each event referred to
by the sentence and that these events are the atomic parts of a plural event.
The problem – REDINDs and reciprocals. REDINDs can occur in reciprocal constructions even
if the distributive numeral is derived from the cardinal numeral/indefinite article egy lit. ‘one/a’,
see an attested example in (6).
(6) Az

the
erőpróbá-n
tournament-SUPE

egyszerre
at.the.same.time

egy-egy
one-one

csapat
team

versengett
competed

egymás-sal.1

each.other-COM

The truth conditions for (6) can be paraphrased as follows: at the tournament, there were reciprocal
competing events where each reciprocal competing event involved exactly two teams, one compet-
ing against the other and vice versa. The contribution of egyszerre, translated here as ‘at the same
time’, is that there were no two simultaneous reciprocal competing events.

1https://www.mohacsiujsag.hu/mohacs/hir/helyi-hireink/szombaton-sarkanyhajoverseny-
nevezoket-jelentkezoket-varnak. Last accessed: 3 Jan, 2019. In the original example, the verb is in present
tense; changing it to past tense should not affect any substantial claims made in relation to the sentence.



These truth conditions cannot be predicted by any of the accounts of DNs mentioned above.
They all suffer from the same issue: they predict that (6) refers to atomic events of competing in
each of which one team participated. Depending on how one models events denoted by reciprocals,
this prediction is incorrect for different reasons. If reciprocals are assumed to denote atomic recip-
rocal events, the predicted truth conditions are nonsensical because reciprocal events must involve
a plurality as their participant. Alternatively, if one assumes reciprocals denote sums of unidirec-
tional events then the problem is that the meaning assigned to the sentence is unattested, as the
sentence makes no reference to unidirectional competing events where only one team participated.
The proposal. To account for sentences like (6), I propose that REDINDs operate with a more
flexible containment relation E, defined in (7), instead of the mereological part-of relation ≤.
According to (7), an event e′ is contained by an event e iff the both e′ and e are in the denotation
of the same verbal predicate, the runtime of e′ is part of the runtime of e, and the sum of all the
participants in e′ is part of the sum of all the participants in e. The containment relation can hold
between events regardless whether they are related to each other by mereological parthood. The
predicate PARTICIPANT(e,x) means that the individual x bears a thematic role in e, see Cable (2014).

(7) e′Eedef
=∃V [V (e) ∧ V (e′) ∧ τ(e′)≤ τ(e) ∧

⊕
{x′ : PARTICIPANT(e′,x′)}≤

⊕
{x : PARTICIPANT(e,x)}]

The truth conditions for (6) with the containment relation are in (8), ignoring the semantic contri-
bution of the modifier egyszerre, ‘at the same time’. For the purposes of space, the reciprocal con-
struction is left unanalyzed, but I assume that the reciprocal meaning is generated on the predicate
level and that the interpretation of the reciprocal relies on the interpretation of the main predicate
(in the spirit of Sabato & Winter 2012). I also assume that reciprocal sentences denote atomic
reciprocal events which have no mereological parts but are related to unidirectional events via the
containment relation. According to this assumption, the smallest mereological parts of reciprocal
competing events are atomic reciprocal competing events, but every atomic reciprocal competing
event contain multiple unidirectional competing events.
(8) ∃e∃x[*COMPETEREC(e)∧*TEAM(x)∧*AG(e,x)∧∀e′∃y[e′Ee ∧ y≤ x ∧ |y|= 1→ PARTICIPANT(e′,y)]]
According to (8), (6) is true if there is a plural reciprocal competing event e whose agent is some
teams and each event e′ contained by e has one of the teams as (one of) its participants. These truth
conditions are augmented by pragmatic reasoning about reciprocal competing events. It is inferred,
based on world knowledge, that an event e′ that has one individual as one of its participants and
is contained by a reciprocal competing event is a unidirectional competing event. Unidirectional
competing events assign AGENT and THEME roles, and PARTICIPANT can be resolved as either,
hence every e′ will have one individual as its agent and one as its theme. Also based on world
knowledge, it is inferred if an individual y is the agent of such an e′ and z is the theme, there is an
e′′ where z is the agent and y is the theme.

Sentences like (6) suggest that language provides access to more fine-grained structures of
events than the ones formed by the mereological part-of relation (≤). With the containment re-
lation (E) it is possible to predict the correct truth conditions for such sentences. And since the
containment relation is a weaker version of the part-of relation, it can replace the part-of relation in
all cases of event distributivity with REDINDs, regardless the specific account of DNs one adopts.
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